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About the company
The company MTech.AG-Parts LLC was founded in 2018.

The main activity of the company is the wholesale trade in automotive parts, assemblies and
accessories both on the territory of the Russian Federation and abroad.
The first export shipment was carried out by the enterprise in June 2018 and since then turnover
has been actively growing. In this direction, the company interacts with partners from the EU
countries and the Asian region.

In terms of imports, MTech.AG-Parts LLC has concluded agreements with manufacturers of the
Dunlop (United Kingdom) and Vigor (China) brands for the exclusive supply of spare parts to the
Russian Federation. The company has certificates of conformity for the sale of pneumatic
suspensions of the Vigor brand.

Business volume

Since its foundation, MTech.AG-Parts LLC has been in continuous growth. So, in 2020, the company's turnover amounted
to more than two hundred million rubles.
The company's assets include office space, and the presence of its own fleet allows for the delivery of goods without the
involvement of third-party organizations.
The company has no debt either to third-party companies or to the budget. The company fulfills all obligations to pay
taxes and fees in full and within the deadlines prescribed by law.
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The team of MTech.AG-Parts LLC is exclusively professionals and masters of their business, with many years of
work experience, united by a common goal.

Car driver

Principles of operation

MTech.AG-Parts LLC sells only original spare parts. The company operates without intermediaries, so it has the
opportunity to offer customized products at lower prices. Our analysts systematically track the actual demand for auto
parts in different segments, which helps to manage inventory more efficiently and form a network of partners.
Both with customers and suppliers, the company works on the principle of stimulating an increase in product turnover
through the introduction of bonus systems.
This model is mutually beneficial for all participants in the business process. The company builds relationships with
counterparties on the principles of responsible partnership

Strategic goal

The strategic goal of the company is to establish MTech.AG-Parts LLC as a leader among Russian companies engaged in the
wholesale of automotive parts, assemblies and accessories through the development of new markets, diversification of
activities, and ensuring the reliability of supplies.
The company strives to work with counterparties who have an impeccable reputation, comply with the law, as well as
generally accepted standards of corporate and business ethics.

Anti-corruption measures

The company has created and maintains an atmosphere of intolerance towards corrupt behavior. Both on the territory of
the Russian Federation and abroad, company employees comply with the requirements and restrictions defined in
accordance with anti-corruption legislation.
Violation of the rules of anti-corruption behavior entails an official investigation into the circumstances of a corruptiondangerous situation.
The company has a Code of Corporate Ethics of Employees approved by order. When concluding contracts with potential
partners, employees of the company are guided by the approved Rules for checking counterparties.
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